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Transcription factor binding and high resolution crystallographic

studies (1.3 Å) of Dickerson–Drew duplexes with cytosine, methyl-

cytosine and hydroxymethylcytosine bases provide evidence that

C-5 cytosine modifications could regulate transcription by context

dependent effects on DNA transcription factor interactions.

Cytosine-5-methylation at CpG islands, as catalysed by DNA
methyltransferases (DNMTs), is an established mechanism
for transcriptional regulation,1 normally resulting in reduced
gene expression. 5-Methylcytosine (5mC) can be oxidized by the
ten-eleven-translocation (TET) 2-oxoglutarate (2OG) dependent
oxygenases,2 to yield 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) and further
oxidation products (5-formyl- and 5-carboxycytosine) (Scheme 1).
5hmC is enriched in embryonic stem and neuronal cells3 and 5mC
modification is proposed to play roles in maintenance of pluripotency,4

development5 and gene expression.6 Despite evidence that 5mC oxida-
tion products are common, and that abnormal TET activity is linked to
disease, especially cancer, its biological roles are unclear. There is
evidence that 5mC oxidation regulates transcription by attenuating
DNA–protein interactions.7–11 5hmC formation could contribute to
transcriptional regulation in part by attenuating DNA stability.12 5mC
increases dsDNA stability,13,14 consistent with the role of 5mC in CpG
islands in transcriptional repression. We found that in some sequence
contexts, 5hmC can, in part, reverse the stabilizing effect of 5mC.12 We
report crystallographic studies on 5hmC structures in dsDNA and
investigate its effect on transcription factor binding.

Pioneering studies on DNA explored the self-complementary
‘‘Dickerson sequence’’,15 which enables high resolution analysis.16

Various DNA modifications have been structurally characterized in
dsDNA and in complex with partners (see additional background
information in ESI†). Recently, a structure of a B-DNA dodecamer
with 5hmC was reported;17 this study did not reveal effects of 5hmC
modification on B-DNA structure. For direct comparison between
different modifications, all parameters during crystallization, har-
vesting and X-ray data collection should be as close as possible.18

We thus chose the Dickerson B-DNA sequence containing a CpG
(CGCGAATT�XGCG where X = C, 5mC or 5hmC, at positions 9 and
21 with continuous numbering), to investigate influences of cytosine
modification on DNA structure.

Initially, we investigated the effect of 5mC and 5hmC on the
thermal stability of the Dickerson sequences. UV melting temperature
(Tm) analysis agree with previous studies12,14,19,20 showing a higher Tm

for 5mC than for C or 5hmC (5hmC [60.1 1C] o C [63.04 1C] o 5mC
[64.01 1C]). We then crystallised and determined structures of
Dickerson dsDNA dodecamers under the same crystallisation condi-
tions (Table S1, ESI†). All crystals were isomorphous with the same
space group and near equivalent unit cell dimensions (a � 1.7%,
b � 0.5%, c � 0.5%) and provided data to 1.3 Å resolution.

The structures of the B-DNA duplexes are very similar with
RMSDs of all atoms: 0.18 Å (C-mC), 0.27 Å (C-hmC) and 0.35 Å
(mC-hmC; Fig. S1, ESI†). Helix and bp step parameters were
calculated using 3DNA21 and were similar for all structures.
Introduction of 5hmC results in a 0.8 Å (4.5%) widening of the
major groove at the site of modification and a 1.1 Å (6.5%) narrower

Scheme 1 Proposed general effects of redox-mediated cytosine mod-
ifications on transcription due to changes in dsDNA stability. The proposed
effects may be linked to transcription factor binding. MBD, methyl-CpG-
binding domain protein; MeCP2, methyl-CpG-binding protein 2.
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major groove in the central AT tract (Table S2, ESI†) when
compared to unmodified C. mC is reported to increase major
groove width in a CpT context,22 but we did not observe significant
change in groove size on methylation in the CpG context.

The electron density for the hydroxymethyl group of 5hmC is
well resolved and was refined in 2 conformations (Fig. 1). The
major conformation (70% occupancy; conformation A) has the
alcohol positioned to make a weak hydrogen bond to O4 of
the 30-adjacent G (3.4 Å with good geometry). Note analogous
interactions are not possible with other bases at the +1 position.
For pyrimidine bases, the distance between N4 (with C) or O4 (T)
would be too great to form a hydrogen bond; while for A, geometric
constraints likely hinder formation of a H-bond to N4. The alter-
native conformation (30%, conformation B) has the hydroxyl group
orientated towards, and interacting with, the backbone phosphate
group oxygen OP2 via a bridging water molecule (W6, Fig. 1). The
different conformations observed for the hmC hydroxyl may impart
sequence context dependent roles, because a CpG context can
influence positioning of the hydroxyl.

A magnesium–water cluster induced likely by crystal packing in
the immediate region of C21 (continuous numbering; C9 on the anti-
sense strand; Fig. S1, ESI†) that can influence the water structure at
this site was observed. C9 however, is free from direct crystal packing
effects and was used for analysis of modification dependent solvation
effects. The Solvation Web Service for nucleic acids (SWS)23 was used
to generate a ‘‘water density map’’, summarizing the hydration of all
G–C base pairs in the nucleic acid database (NDB) with base pair
parameters similar to our structures (Fig. S2D, ESI†). In each of our
structures the water positions (W1–W6) around the modified cytosines
are similar with small changes to the position of waters (W4 and W2)
in 5hmC likely due to the introduction of the alcohol (Fig. S2, ESI†).
The solvent structure for both hydroxyl conformations is likely to be
very similar since all surrounding waters are held in place by an
extensive hydrogen bonding network involving neighbouring bases
and the phosphate backbone.

It has been suggested that 5hmC and further oxidation
products might attenuate DNA–protein interactions, namely
transcription factor (TF) binding. We investigated this possibility;
focusing on basic-Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH) TFs, because of interest in

O2 sensing regulated by the Hypoxia-Inducible Factor (HIF). HIF1a/b,
a heterodimeric bHLH per arnt sim (PAS) TF, is a key regulator of
the mammalian hypoxic response24 and binds to hypoxic response
elements (HRE; ACGTG) containing a CpG.25 HIF levels/activity are
regulated by oxygenases, which, like the TETs, are 2-OG, Fe2+, and O2

dependent. Thus, TET mediated 5mC oxidation has the potential to
regulate transcription in a pO2 dependent manner. Since structural data
is not available for the bHLH region of HIF, we also investigated a
related class of bHLH leucine zipper (ZIP) TFs binding to the HRE
related E-Box sequence (CACGTG). The E-Box CpG is subject to
methylation and most bHLH-ZIP TFs are not observed to bind to the
E-Box sequence on CpG methylation.26 Sequence alignments indicate
high similarity in the bHLH regions of PAS and ZIP TFs (Fig. S3, ESI†),
suggesting studies using the structurally characterised bHLH-ZIP TFs
may provide useful information on bHLH-PAS binding.

Initially, 2 bHLH-ZIP TFs, MAX (produced in E. coli) and USF
(produced by in vitro transcription translation; IVTT) were used to
investigate the effect of different methylation/hydroxymethylation
states at the central CpG on interaction with their cognate E-Box
sequence. With electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) we
observed strong binding of both MAX and USF to the unmodified
E-Box sequences (Fig. 2A and B). USF and MAX showed weaker
binding to all the hemi-modified oligonucleotides. Symmetric
modification of 5mC or 5hmC almost completely abolishes bind-
ing of both transcription factors. The modification type, 5mC or
5hmC, was not observed to influence binding affinity to USF or
MAX within our limits of detection. USF binding appears to be less
affected by hemi-cytosine-modification than MAX binding.

We measured titration curves for USF and MAX and differently
modified oligonucleotides (Fig. S4, ESI†). For MAX, the Kdapp for
the hemi-modified E-Box sequence bearing 5hmC or 5mC increases
6-fold over the unmodified E-Box sequence. A similar trend was
observed for USF. Precise quantification of this interaction was not

Fig. 1 Hydrogen bonding of the 2 refined 5hmC hydroxyl conformations
(A, yellow, 70% occupancy; B, green, 30% occupancy) to observed sur-
rounding waters and O4 of the 30-adjacent G for conformation A.

Fig. 2 Electrophoretic mobility shift assays with radiolabeled dsDNA probes
bearing different modifications to cytosine C-5 at the central CpG of E-Box’s or
HRE’s. The modified C is highlighted with the modification above the lane. Proteins
used are IVTT produced USF (A) or purified MAX (B) with the E-Box probes and IVTT
produced HIF (C) with the HRE probe (for sequences see ESI†). Non-specific and
non-modification-sensitive binding can be observed in (C) (denoted with *).
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possible with the IVTT produced USF, since other DNA and protein
components in the mixture might influence binding. To confirm this
trend for USF, we tested the competition between an unmodified
labelled oligonucleotide and increasing concentrations differentially
modified cold competitor oligonucleotides for USF binding (Fig. S4D,
ESI†). The unmodified oligonucleotide efficiently competes for USF
binding. The hemi-modified oligonucleotides also compete, albeit at
higher concentrations, symmetrically modified oligonucleotides do
not compete for USF binding under the tested conditions.

To investigate the different effect of 5hmC on MAX and USF
binding, we overlaid our 5hmC dsDNA structure with those of the
DNA binding bHLH domain of two bHLH-ZIP TFs, MAX27 and USF28

(Fig. S5, ESI†). A conserved Arg (Arg35 in MAX, Arg211 in USF) that
makes direct contacts with the G in the central CpG in the MAX and
USF dsDNA complex adopts a different conformation in the two
structures. It is predicted that the Arg35 Cd atom of MAX would clash
with a C-5 modified cytosine, while in USF Arg211 is in a position
that may tolerate the presence of C-5 modification without steric
hindrance; this proposal is supported by the observation that
USF-E-box binding is less influenced by C-5 modification (Fig. 2).

To investigate HIF binding, we used PCR to prepare an HRE
containing oligonucleotide (see ESI†) globally substituting cytosines
for 5mC25 or 5hmC by PCR. We performed EMSAs with full length
HIF1a/b (IVTT) and observed no HIF binding on substitution of C
with mC or hmC (Fig. S6, ESI†).

To verify that this is due to modification of the CpG in the
HRE, we performed EMSAs using chemically synthesized HRE
oligonucleotides containing only one modification at the CpG.
We observed clear HIF binding to the unmodified HRE, but the
presence of hmC in the central CpG, even in the hemi-modified
form, abolishes HIF binding within the limit of detection (Fig. 2
and Fig. S6, ESI†).

To investigate this difference we analysed a crystal structure of the
basic helix-loop-helix domain of the related PAS-bHLH heterodimer
CLOCK–BMAL129 bound to DNA. Superimposition of the CLOCK–
BMAL1 complex with our 5hmC structure shows a conserved arginine
(Arg47 in CLOCK and Arg85 in BMAL1) in position to clash with the
cytosine-5 modification (Fig. S7, ESI†) as was observed for the bHLH-
ZIP TFs structures, this arginine is also conserved in HIF1. We
propose this clash with the conserved arginine to be responsible for
the reduced affinity of HIF towards C-5 modifications.

We found that both 5mC and 5hmC influence bHLH TF binding
to the same extent within our limits of detection. Hemi-modification
is tolerated by 2 of the 3 TFs tested, while symmetric-modification
abolishes detectable binding in all cases. 5mC is usually found in
symmetrically modified CpGs, as maintained by DNMT1. Notably,
hemi-hydroxylated CpGs are not reported substrates for DNMT1.30

A mechanism whereby 5mC hydroxylation marks methylated CpG
islands for activation after cell division, by providing some TFs an
opportunity for occupancy of new sites in the genome, can be
envisioned. Inhibition of HIF binding by the presence of 5hmC, an
oxygen dependent modification, may constitute a new mechanism of
gene-specific transcriptional control in the hypoxic response.

Overall, our results support the proposal that cytosine modifications
regulate transcription in a sequence and context dependent manner;
they thus have the potential to play distinct roles in development and

pathophysiology. We propose the effects of cytosine modifications are
mediated by a combination of effects on DNA itself (i.e. modulation of
its stability) and on its binding interactions. Both our structures and
those of Renciuk et al.17 also indicate that static DNA structures in
isolation are insufficient to explain the observed effects of cytosine
modifications on DNA chemistry and biology; however the available
structures and future ones of DNA-transcription factor complexes will
help in understanding of how post-oligomerisation modifications
regulate gene expression.
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